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This quantity is a set of essays in honor of the existence and ministry of a really prolific and
artistic Mennonite. John L. Ruth, historian, filmmaker, storyteller and pastor, has wrestled with
the subjects of community, inclusion/exclusion, and paintings inside of The Measure of My Days
a conventional non secular fellowship. The books writers have themselves idea deeply
approximately those subject matters of community, the artist, and Christian faith. They comprise
Julia Kasdorf, Jan The Measure of My Days Gleysteen, Elmer S. Miller, Jeff Gundy, Tony
Campolo, Elizabeth Morgan, Eloise Hiebert Meneses, Joseph S. Miller, Ervin Stutzman, John D.
Rempel, Ervin Beck, Amos Hoover, Leonard Gross, Rita Haldeman Finger, Ann Hostetler, John
Richard Burkholder, and John A. Lapp.
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